13.

8

HANNAH
Okay so, I need a man's opinion. Is Will
home?
SARAH
No he just left for work, what's up?
HANNAH
In your experience, do guys like being
called "Cutie"?

Script Sample_By
SARAH Stephanie Occhipinti
(sheepishly)
I call him my little cutie sometimes.
HANNAH
And he likes that?
SARAH
I do not know I haven't asked. He never
appears visually upset or offended. Why?
HANNAH
So this morning I was with this guy...

(CONTINUED)

8

CONTINUED: (2)

8

14.

CASEY
Which one is this?
HANNAH
The finance guy?
CASEY
The finance guy. Yes.
CUT TO: THAT
MORNING,
HANNAH'S
APARTMENT
9

INT. HANNAH'S APARTMENT - THAT MORNING

9

We've seen this scene before. Now we'll see it with Hannah's
inner monologue.
HANNAH (V.O.)
So I woke up late and MB was emailing me
like more than normal crazy. And I was
just trying to get dressed, said to him:
HANNAH
You have to go.
HANNAH (V.O) (CONT'D)
And he was like 'Ok but first let me
take this stupid call' because he was
(air quotes)
"Working. From. Home." So he takes this
call and I'm just standing there like,
can you get out of my bed, thank you.
CASEY (O.C.)
Yes, thank you.

HANNAH (V.O)
Script Sample_By
And then finallyStephanie
he gets up, kissesOcchipinti
me... ON THE FOREHEAD. And makes his way
to the bathroom. To which I say:
HANNAH (CONT'D)
Take your time!
SARAH (O.C.)
Ever the people pleaser.
HANNAH (V.O)
Naturally. So now I am forced to get
ready using my phone camera as a mirror,
I have one leg haphazardly in my pants,
the other exposed.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)

9

CONTINUED:

9

HANNAH (V.O) (CONT'D)
One eye of makeup done. He comes out
looking like a freaking GOD. And I'm
sitting there like a little goblin.

15.

Back to present timeline.
SARAH
Remind me what this one looks like?
HANNAH
Oh he's so attractive. Like unfair.
CASEY
Can't stand that.
Cannot.

HANNAH

Hannah shows them a picture from his Hinge profile.
CASEY
Oh wow wow wow.
SARAH
Oh, so cute.
Back to scene from this morning, in Hannah's apartment.
HANNAH (V.O.)
So anyway. I'm sitting there. Hunched
over. Looking my BEST. He is ready to
leave, he says 'I'll text you Han' leans
in to give me a real mouth kiss. I do
not see it coming, so I'm naturally
flustered. And in the moment. I cannot
for the life of me. Remember his name. I
say:

HANNAH
Script Sample_By
Stephanie Occhipinti
Bye... Cutie!
We see his face this time. Taken aback, and exiting the
apartment.
Back to present moment in Casey's apartment.
HANNAH (CONT'D)
Should I end it now, or?
CASEY
It's not that bad! He wants to see you
again.

(CONTINUED)

9

CONTINUED: (2)

9

16.

SARAH
Did he text you?
Nope.

HANNAH

CASEY
Hate to see it.
SARAH
He still could.
HANNAH
But can I ever face him again?
SARAH
So whats his actual name?
HANNAH
To you, he's Hot Finance Guy.
Fine fine.

SARAH

CASEY
You know, that's why you can't remember
their names. Because you refuse to tell
us.
HANNAH
Honestly that's probably true.

Script Sample_By Stephanie Occhipinti

(CONTINUED)

